
“Unrewarded work is present everywhere but not here. Every day we 
live with the blessings of seeing human effort coming together for 

incredible patient outcomes.”

Emily Perez
Director of Rehabilitation

Putting effort and seeing it come back with patient progress is a blessing one hundred fold and truly a 
reward as reported by Emily Perez, a seasoned veteran of all things rehabilitative.  Since 1998 she’s 
honed her management skills in directing therapeutic teams that deliver out of the box thinking and 
extraordinary feats no matter the diagnosis.

OneOne conversation with Perez will lead you to believe that she has a sense of urgency about getting things 
done and making things right for the patient . She’s driven and focused on results. It comes out when 
patients’ fears and questions seem to melt away when they see their forward momentum with good 
therapy and the dynamic force of Perez.  

 But it may be the coupling of her present and past personal background that lights the way and provides 
a path for others to follow. 

AtAt an early age, Perez had a hero.  Her mother, a retired teacher with 35 years of experience teaching 
young minds to be successful, was her guiding force.  She instilled in Perez that discipline, education and 
hard work would pave the way.  It did.  Perez put herself through school working wherever she could to 
earn and pay for her degree.  Her first job out of college was also in the school system where she 
successfully helped children with communication disorders.  She continued to work and merited her 
master’s degree with honors in communication disorders and then obtained her state licensure in speech 
language pathology.

InIn her 20s, Perez garnered chief management positions in guiding rehabilitation teams.  “I’ve always 
been driven to accomplish,” she says and believes that her leadership talents come from her mother.  

Her team of therapists also concurs about her managerial style and many of them say she’s firm, 
consistent and fair.  She has a keen sense of lightening burdens and providing efficient direction.  They 
back her because of those traits and report their loyalty because of what she brings to the table.  

AlwaysAlways having an innate skill for choosing the right companies to align with, Perez chose her current 
position based on what the company offers.  “They stand out – they invest back into their facilities and 
employees – their energy and focus is always on the patient,” she says, “Clearly they are a winning 
strength in rehabilitative care.”


